Inspire and ABB develop Market Driven
Waste-to-Energy Production with Thermolib Toolbox
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"Power plant simulation with Thermolib reduces the effort to set up realistic, plant-specific simulations
in order to test and continuously improve controllers with the simulation-in-the-loop approach."
Christian Baltensperger, ABB Switzerland Ltd., Power Systems

"Using the Thermolib toolbox enables us to develop model predictive controllers for complex systems,
such as thermal power plants. It brings together extended control methods like planning under
uncertainty and learning from the field of artificial intelligence and thermodynamic simulations."
Dr. Bastian Migge, ETH Zurich, Institute of Machine Tools and Manufacturing
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Created a highly adaptable control
system.

waste composition is unknown) but the
controller does have control over what

Sped up development of a highly

Adapting the optimal control laws to new

to do next. This is a problem commonly

stable process model.

market situations is time consuming.
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By using the Thermolib toolbox, the

Thermolib process model via thousands
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of simulations led to creating a highly
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control laws for systems where the states
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This sped up the development time
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Accurately modeled waste com-

adapts to the system by continuously

position and combustion.

evaluating the effect of control actions.
In the case of a large waste power plant,
it is trained via thousands of simulations
to cover many possible scenarios – a time
consuming undertaking. This further
enforced the need for a fast and stable

Using the Thermolib media database and
the random number generators in Simulink®, the developers were able to simulate both the highly variable composition
of waste and the consequently variable
thermal combustion.
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